Car Wash Spotlight
74 XPress
74 Xpress is the latest gas station

to feature the Water Wizard 2.0
contouring touchless automatic.
Located in Severance, Colorado, 74
Xpress is a Conoco-branded full-service
convenience store and gas station. The
owners, Neal Dvorak, Karl Schmidt
and Dewayne Knudtson are partners
in the construction business and
served as the General Contractors for
the project. Neal Dvorak, one of the
owners, worked with Jonathan Begun
of Carter Energy to plan, design and
develop this facility. It features eight gasoline and diesel pumps, a convenience store and soon to open Subway
sandwich shop. Neal Dvorak stated that they chose Hi-Performance because they became very comfortable
with our small business feel and customer sensitive approach. They chose Jim Coleman equipment for the
functionality it offered, quality craftsmanship and the positive feedback received from other JCC owners.
Adjacent to the convenience store
stand three bays of self service and
one automatic. The Water Wizard is
fully loaded with options including
contouring, foaming tire cleaner,
triple shine and on-board dryers.
Because of its rural location, this
Wizard is configured to handle
dually trucks and full length crew
cabs. As with all new Water Wizards,
this location is running on cold
water, substantially cutting natural
gas costs, while maintaining top
wash quality. The entry station
for the automatic is a multimedia
capable Entry Wizard with touch screen, supported by
high speed credit card processing. Customers are able
to select their wash and pay with cash, credit card, or
codes from the gas pumps. They are also able to buy
discounted prepay wash packages.
Inside the equipment room, a HPWS self service rack
provides both low and high pressure services in one
compact, easy to maintain unit. Hot water and floor
heat are provided by the state of the art, Ultra High
Efficient boilers. These boilers are light weight and
wall mounted, and are 98% efficient. Their small size
reduces the size of equipment room needed, as well as
venting size. These boilers only require a 6” inlet and
exhaust, further reducing building costs.

